Abstract-Incoherent signal subspace method (ISM) is ineffective to deal with direction of arrival (DOA) of coherent wideband signals. Although modified methods were proposed to solve this drawback, such as ISM based on modified MUSIC (MMUSIC-ISM), their performance will seriously deteriorate when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low. This paper proposes a method to construct the covariance matrix, namely denoised modified ISM (DMISM), which attempts to effectively reduce the influence of stationary white Gaussian noise. Numerical experiments affirm that DMISM outperforms MMUSIC ISM.
INTRODUCTION Incoherent Signal Subspace Method (ISM)
is a conventional method for estimating direction of arrival (DOA) estimation of wideband signals. According to ISM, a wideband signal can be considered as the superposition of numerous narrowband signals at different frequencies [2] . Therefore, algorithms dealt with DOA in narrowband coherent signals such as Modified Multiple Signal Classification (MMUSIC) [3] can be applied to each separated narrowband component, then DOA can be obtained by averaging the estimation result of each component. However, the performance of DOA estimation algorithms is largely affected by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
In this paper, we propose denoised modified ISM (DMISM) to minimize the influence of additive stationary white Gaussian noise mingled with incident signals. We replace initial covariance matrix in each narrowband component with the denoised one to achieve performance improvement in DOA estimation. Estimation results of DMISM can be detected easily due to its salient spectrum peaks in DOA spatial spectrumNumerical experiments affirm that the proposed DMISM outperforms existing MMUSIC-ISM methods, especially for low SNR scenarios.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
Assuming that K wideband signals, generated by a linear frequency modulation (LFM) [4] 
where
N(fj)=[N1(fj), N2(fj),…, NN(fj)]
T . The covariance matrix [5] of received signal vector in each narrowband frequency bin is defined by
MMUSIC-ISM performs DOA estimation of coherent wideband signals by first applying MMUSIC [6] in R(fj) to obtain DOA estimation in each frequency bin, and then taking an average of the J DOA results.
III. DENOISED MODIFIED ISM By considering two coherent signals impinging on ULA consisting of N sensors, the eigenvalue decomposition of reconstructed Toeplitz matrix [7] [8] RT is given by The optimal approximation matrix T is obtained by performing the aforementioned procedures on R and ' .
S R As compared toˆ, R T has several advantages, such as full rank and minimized influence of additive noise. Consequently, T leads to salient peak values in the DOA spatial spectrum. We can obtain the DOA estimation through substituting T forˆ, R and search for spectrum peaks using singular value decomposition.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS In our numerical experiments, we adopt a ULA consisting of N sensors. The spectrum peak searching ranging from -90 q to 90 ], whose frequency ranging from 8000Hz to 12000Hz, N=10, J=50, the arbitrary small noise threshold 2 6 10 , n V the number of snapshots NS=200. Two considered SNR values are 10dB and -5dB. . However, when SNR is reduced to -5dB, MMUSIC-ISM fails to detect the peaks. On the contrary, the spectrum peaks of DMISM are easily discerned. Despite of the slight deviation of DOA estimation for the SNR= -5dB scenario, DMISM achieves good DOA estimations. 
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed Denoised Modified ISM (DMISM) by exploiting optimal approximation. Numerical experiment results demonstrated that the proposed DMISM outperforms MMUSIC-ISM in terms of spectrum peaks, even when two spatial incident signals are close. Furthermore, when the SNR is low, the superiority of the proposed DMISM over MMUSIC-ISM becomes more prominent.
